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Why twinning in these 
orientations?













NDCell Block formation e: 0.1
<001>//shear direction
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Misorientation profile
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{111} traces of shear
Substructures with 
misorientation up to 2deg, 




Influence of strain path: tensile vs shear on disloc. substructure
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Influence of strain path: tensile vs shear on dislocation substructure
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Strain reversion: Bauschinger test
e: 0.1 + (-0.03)
Cell block formation 
is enhanced
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e: 0.1 + (-0.03)
Cell block formation 
is enhanced (leading 
to pronounced 
subgrain structure)




Strain reversion: Bauschinger test
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Strain reversion: Bauschinger test






We identify both GN 
and incidental 
boundaries!
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Joint use of ECCI & EBSD 
Unexpected deformation twinning
Dependence of dislocation substructure on strain path and orientation
<111>//deformation axis leads to planar dislocation substructures: DDWs 
structures in tension and Taylor lattice in shear
<001>//deformation axis leads to wavy dislocation substructures: cells in 
tension and cell block in shear
Strain reversal promotes cell block/subgrain formation with increased 
misorientation
Cell blocks formed by geometrically necessary boundaries along {111} planes 
and incidental boundaries created by statistically stored dislocations are visible 
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